
 
 

All of your radios must be set to the same frequency and QuietTalk code for them to talk to each other.   
To save trouble and confusion, do not change other settings.  Follow the Master Reset procedure on the next page and start over if you think 
there is more than one programming problem with a radio. 
 

Frequencies  TK-3130 radios have two channels, which can be set to any of eight different frequencies. This lets you have a 
conversation on channel two without others on channel one listening in.  If you don’t need this feature, set both channels to the same  
frequency to avoid accidentally “switching off channel” and not hearing what is said on the main channel. 
 
 

If you make a mistake while following the instructions below, turn the radio off before pressing Mon and radio the radio will return to its  
previous settings. 

 

Quick Programming Guide -                TK-3130 Radios 

Change 
the  

Frequency of 
Channel One 

or Two 
 

(Hint—all your 
radios should 

have the same 
channel and  
frequency  

combination.   
For instance 

channel one = 
frequency 2, 

channel two = 
frequency 8) 

 What To Do What the Radio Does What It Means 

    

 

1. Turn the radio on while  
holding Menu.  Release Menu 
once when numbers appear in 
the display 

Displays a channel number and  
frequency — 1-F2 for example 

1 is the current channel, The current  
frequency number appears next to the “F”.   
In the example, channel one is set to  
frequency 2 

 2.  Press the Up arrow once 
Displays a channel number and  
frequency —  
2-F8 for example 

2 is the current channel, The current  
frequency number appears next to the “F”.   
In the example, channel two is set to  
frequency 8 

 3.   Turn the radio off   

 

1. Turn the radio on while  
holding Menu.  Release Menu 
when numbers appear in the 
display. 

Displays channel number and  
frequency — 1-F2 for example 

1 is the current channel, The current  
frequency number appears next to the “F”.   
In the example, channel one is set to  
frequency 2 

 
2.   Press the Up or Down arrow 
chose the channel you want to 
program 

Displays channel number and  
frequency — 2-F8 for example 

2 is the current channel, The current  
frequency number appears next to the “F”.  
In the example, channel two  
is set to frequency 8 

 

3. Press Menu to select  a  
different frequency  — pressing 
Menu additional times continues 
to change the frequency  
(up to frequency 8) 

Beeps and displays the new  
frequency each time  press 

 

 
4. When desired frequency is 
displayed, press Mon  Double beeps and the F# goes away 

Frequency is locked in and you are back in 
regular use mode 

 
5.   Repeat steps above to 
change the frequency of the 
other channel if desired. 

  

Seeing Other 
Letters 
 as You  

Program? 

You pressed the Up or Down 
arrow too many times Displays things like Ct, CA, LP, or BL 

These are for setting other features. Press 
the Up or Down arrow until you get back to 
the 1-F or 2-F.  Or turn the radio off and 
start again. 

See page two of the instruction manual for the location of knobs and buttons. 

 Check  
Frequencies 

the Radio  
is Set To 

 

My Frequencies  
 

Ch 1 = F____ 
 
 

Ch 2 = F____ 

QuietTalk Codes   Also known as “Privacy”, “Interference Eliminator ” and  “Private Line" codes.  When a radio 
receives a signal with a different code from the one it is programmed with, you will not hear the signal.  Does not make your 
conversations private.   If your radio is programmed to the zero or "OFF" position, you will hear any signal on that frequency, but 
others who have a code programmed will not be able to hear you.  Setting a code on one channel changes it for both channels. 

 What To Do What the Radio Does What It Means 

 1.   With the radio already 
turned on, press Menu once  

Displays a large 1 or 2 and a flashing 
number from 01 to 83 or a flashing OF 

The large number is the current channel. 
The flashing number is the current code.  

 
2.   Press the Up or Down arrow 
until the code number you want 
is displayed 

  

 3.   Press Mon  
Double beeps and displays a large 1 
or 2 and a number from 01 to 83 or 
OF  — example 1-38 

The large number is the current channel. 
The smaller number is the current code.  

 Set  
QuietTalk  
for Both  

Channels 
 

My QT Code  
 

______ 



Radio Displays What It Means  What To Do 

VOX Lets you use the radio hands free with a headset.   
Recommended for advanced users only. 

If this function is on, there are probably other settings that 
are incorrect and it’s easier to start over.   
Follow the Master Reset procedure above. 

LOW 
The radio is set to Low Power.  This makes the battery 
last longer, but may cause others to have problems  
hearing the radio. 

Set power to HI — press Menu three times. Using the 
arrows, switch to “HI”.  Press Mon. 

DQT  You set the QuietTalk code between 39 and 83 Nothing, as long as the other radios have the same  
QuietTalk code. 

PRIVACY The Privacy Talk function is on.  Only radios showing 
“privacy” will talk to each other 

Turn Privacy off by pressing Menu twice.  Use the arrows 
to switch to “OF”.  Press Mon. 

Battery symbol Shows the amount of charge remaining.  If flashing, then 
the battery power is low. 

Charge the battery if flashing 

Wavy Vertical 
Lines symbol 

The Incoming Call Notification is set to vibrate.   
Recommended for advanced users only. 

If this function is on, there are probably other settings that 
are incorrect and it’s easier to start over.   
Follow the Master Reset procedure above. 

Key symbol  The radio is locked and settings cannot be changed  
 

See SuperLock below. 

Displays 

Trouble Shooting 
 

You consistently hear people from other businesses — change the either the frequency or the QuietTalk code for each of your radios  
 

The radio doesn’t seem to work after you’re sure the frequency and QuietTalk code are set correctly — follow the Master Reset        
procedure above, then set the frequencies and QuietTalk codes to match your other radios. 
 

You can hear other radios, but they can’t hear you — Is the battery fully charged?  Check the QuietTalk code, is it set to the same number 
as another working radio? (see previous page)  Is the privacy feature turned on?  (see “Displays”  PRIVACY” above) 
 

Can’t change the frequency or QuietTalk code — Is the radio is locked?  (see “Key symbol” under ”Displays”, or “SuperLock” above) 
 

Battery won’t charge — Is the charger plugged in at the wall and the charger cup?  Try another charger.                                                 Is the 
battery installed properly?  (You should see a silver sticker with arrows pointing toward the antenna when battery is installed properly.)   
 

What To Do What the Radio Does What It Means 

1.   Turn the radio off and place it in the palm 
of your left hand or on a flat surface. 

 
Hold the radio any way that is comfortable.  Most people 
find holding the radio this way is the easiest way to do 
this procedure. 

2.   Press and hold the Up and Down arrows 
with your left thumb.  Press and hold Mon with 
your right thumb. 

 You don’t have to use your thumbs, just make sure to 
press and hold all three keys.   

3.   Continue to hold the keys above and turn 
the power on Displays rE St Most people use their right index finger, but you can use 

any part you want.. The reset is done. 

4.   Release the Up and Down arrows and 
Mon button Displays a large 1 Radio is back to the original factory settings.  Now set the 

frequency and code to match your other radios. 

Master Reset  

Returns the radio to the original factory settings.  Do this if you are having trouble getting the radios to talk to each other.   

What To Do What the Radio Does What It Means 

1.   Turn the radio on while pressing PTT and 
Cal buttons at the same time.  Hold for two 
seconds  

Displays SL-Of or SL-On Super Lock is turned on or off. 

2.   Press the Up or Down arrow to turn      
Super Lock off or on 

Displays SL-and a flashing  
Of or -On  

 

3.   Press the PTT button to set selection. 
Beeps twice and displays 
numbers 

The large number is the current channel. 
The smaller number is the current code.  
If a key symbol is also displayed, then SuperLock is on. 

Super Lock  Locks the Menu, Call, Up or Down keys to stop unintentional changes to channels, QuietTalk codes or selections in    
the Menu area.  Use the procedure below to turn off or turn on.  DO NOT TURN ON UNTIL YOU HAVE CONFIRMED THAT THE RADIO IS 
SET THE WAY YOU WANT IT AND IT TALKS WITH YOUR OTHER RADIOS.  Available on radios with serial number 41200001 and higher.   
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